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shape classification

Shape Description based on Topology and Texture Information 

scale space based on LBP radii

extendable to grayscale images and for scale and rotation invariance 

persistence of local topology 

analysis only needed for a limited number of locations within shape

classification results: tested on a subset of the Kimia99 dataset:
6 classes | 38 images | 105 branching points

classification procedures:

c1: minimum edit distance for one LBP persistence vector
c2: minimum edit distance for the LBP persistence vectors of one class combined
c3: majority vote  using the minimum edit distance of all  LBP persistence vectors
c4: weighted vote  using the minimum edit distance of all  LBP persistence vectors

class1       class2        class3        class4      class5       class6

high similariyt (appart from symmetry) between class1 and class2
high inter class variation of shapes for class5
in general good classification results for class 1, 3 and 6

compare LBP persistence vectors using the edit distance

1.  compute skeleton and detect branching points
2. compute LBP persistence vector for all branching points
3. compute edit distance to other LBP persistence vectors
4. classify shape based on edit distance

LBPs and Local Topology

Shape Classification: Experiments and Results

(P,R)=        (8,1)             (16,2)             (8,2)

two LBP parameters (P,R):
R: radius | P: number of sampling points [1]

maximum     minimum     plateau         saddle          slope

Local Binary Patterns (LBPs):  texture operators
center pixel is compared to its subsampled neighbourhood
result: bit pattern describing the neighbourhood

LBPs encode local topology:
center pixel is classified according to 0/1 transitions in bit pattern [3]

LBP Persistence Vector

„In persistence, those features which persist for a parametrised 
family of spaces over a range of parameters are considered 
signals of interest. Short-lived features are treated as noise.” [2]

Basic idea:

1) compute LBP type at critical points of shape
2) observe evolution of LBP types over a range of radii
3) derive LBP persistence vector
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